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or casual users, how do goals and incentives
interact with visualization usage patterns? Professional race car drivers are almost exclusively
concerned about a car’s performance, whereas average
car owners might be swayed by fuel efficiency, aesthetics, and even color. Similarly, factors other than
performance might motivate casual information visualization (InfoVis) users. Outside of work contexts,
visualizations serve as cognitive aids, art, propaganda,
and even procrastination aids (for examples of each,
see www.infosthetics.com and eagereyes.org).
As a community, we have made numerous statements about designing for the nonprofessional
“masses.” Some researchers believe we should teach
InfoVis best practices; tools such as Many Eyes
(http://manyeyes.alphaworks.ibm.com/manyeyes)
epitomize this approach. Others assume that playfulness, aesthetics, and style can be more important than functionality—that it is critical to get
“eyes on the screen” or that information’s beauty
serves its own purpose (for example, see Flowing
Data’s blog at www.flowingdata.com). New York
Times visualizations are a popular compromise between these extremes.
Out of curiosity, we asked two women with no
computer science training to look at the digg visualizations by Stamen design (see Figure 1). To our
surprise, comments changed from “sooo cute” and
“I like [the] animation” during the first minute to
“annoying” and “cute but not practical” less than
five minutes later. Motion rapidly went from being
appealing and motivating to being distracting and
discouraging. Perhaps simply getting eyes on the
screen is insufficient. But what makes a visualization successful in informal contexts, and if we do
not know, how do we find out?

Casual versus Traditional InfoVis Evaluations
Casual InfoVis, as described by Zachary Pousman
and his colleagues, includes systems used briefly
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but frequently, in which the data is of personal importance and users are not guided by formal tasks,
financial incentives, or a job description.1 Casual
InfoVis ranges from pragmatic data analysis tools
to ambient visualizations and informative art. It is
therefore too expansive in scope to be evaluated by
a single list of research approaches.
Our current research looks at a more readily testable subsection of casual InfoVis: casual systems
designed for data analysis and exploration but without guidance by formal task descriptions or financial incentives. Using Robert Kosara’s distinction
between pragmatic and artistic visualizations,2 we
label this area pragmatic casual information visualization (PCIV), and we frame our arguments in this
context. We consider the Name Voyager3 an iconic
example of effective PCIV (see Figure 2). We do not
discuss artistic visualizations here; however, Kosara
suggests that visualization criticism might provide
an effective evaluation method for these systems.
How do traditional and casual InfoVis methodologies differ, and is such a distinction actually
necessary? Some could argue that the best practices for evaluating traditional InfoVis also apply to
PCIV. After all, the premise of amplifying cognition through the visual encoding of data remains.
However, we believe that these two forms of InfoVis
need different approaches because they involve different user goals and motivational factors. Casual
users do not need to use a system for their job, they
are unlikely to get formal training or read the system manual, and from our experience, they can be
quite resistant to using a new system. So, getting
“eyes on the screen” can be problematic.
The serious-games (video games for training or
learning), VR, and human-computer interaction
communities have all similarly examined this dichotomy between entertainment and work, and
this research can help guide PCIV study directions.
However, PCIV concentrates in a unique way on
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facilitating human data processing, meaning the
communities are not identical. Aesthetics, fun, and
curiosity can be particularly important to casual InfoVis. Knowing how these factors affect cognition
might be important to the scientific-visualization
and InfoVis communities, yet traditional visualization experiments rarely test these aspects.
We believe that identifying usage pattern differences between traditional InfoVis and PCIV will
help us better design InfoVis systems for casual
users. “Procrastinating more efficiently” is a poor
design goal. An obvious corollary to this idea is
that evaluation methods might need to change to
address the questions that PCIV raises. Here, we
draw on our previous experiences to offer suggestions about how to empirically test such systems.

Figure 1.
Stamen
Design’s
digg swarm
(http://labs.
stamen.com/
swarm) shows
recent articles
and their
connections
with moving
icons. We
consider this
visualization
an example
of increased
visual appeal
potentially at
the expense
of practical
utility. (Source:
Stamen Design;
used with
permission.)

Motivation
So, if job responsibilities and financial incentives
do not drive system use, why do people use systems
such as the Name Voyager? Intrinsic factors promoting system use include personal interest, curiosity, personal challenges, control, fantasy, boredom,
aesthetic appeal, and novelty. Extrinsic factors include social pressures, peer recommendations, competition, and recognition seeking. Controlling or
precisely quantifying these factors can be difficult,
so qualitative evaluations are critical. These factors’ contextual nature also means that laboratory

Research Questions
PCIV provides a unique research area not because
it is used in less “serious” tasks but because, as a
tool, its usage patterns might be more multifaceted. This seemingly subtle difference leads to at
least five research questions fundamental to PCIV:
1. What motivates system use?
2. What factors influence long-term adoption?
3. How important is immediate usability, and
how can it be provided?
4. How do we ensure a system can accommodate
diverse user needs and goals?
5. How does system use change over time?
To explore these new questions, however, new or
less common research methodologies are needed.

Figure 2. The Name Voyager, showing all names starting with “Ja”
between 1880 and 2007 (www.babynamewizard.com). Girl names are
pink and boy names are blue. Name Voyager is an iconic example of
effective pragmatic casual information visualization (PCIV). (Source:
Martin Wattenberg; used with permission.)
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Figure 3.
A screen
capture of
the PartyVote
system. Colorcoded planets
represent
potentially
playable songs;
the spaceship
indicates the
currently
playing song.
Sarah Slean
songs, selected
on the right,
are highlighted
in white on the
left.

studies might be too artificial. The key point here
is that we cannot assume what the motivation to
use the tool is, so motivational factors should be a
major part of user evaluation.

about other party attendees, and some just wanted
to satisfy their curiosity. Designing for and evaluating this diversity of goals can be difficult.

Usage Changes over Time
Long-Term Adoption
The challenge of long-term adoption also arises
with traditional InfoVis systems. However, longterm adoption is perhaps more crucial to evaluate
for PCIV, given that demonstrated tool effectiveness is not necessarily the predominant factor influencing continued use.

Immediate Usability
Professionals such as geneticists frequently expect
training time when a system is introduced. However, previous research on casual shared screen visualizations has found a critical need for immediate
usability.4 This reduces user frustration and possible
embarrassment, which act as barriers to use. Initial frustrations will likely affect all casual systems.
Exactly how initial system confusion and intimidation affect user exploration and how to provide immediate usability are open research questions.

Accommodating Diverse Goals
The lack of formal training, the diverse subject pool,
and less utilitarian nature of tasks performed will
likely mean more-varied tasks and approaches to system use than in traditional InfoVis. We noted this
diversity of uses during our evaluation of the PartyVote
music visualization system5 and our motion-encoding
experiment6 (both described later). For example,
with PartyVote, some people wanted to influence
the music in their favor, some wanted to learn
6
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Because casual-usage patterns can be different,
manuals can be ignored, and novelty can be important, PCIV usage over time might differ from traditional InfoVis. Do trade-offs exist between initial
appeal and long-term use? How can a system adapt
to users’ changing needs and experience levels?

Proposed Research Methods
On the basis of these research questions, we now
examine three research methods—controlled quantitative analysis, qualitative analysis, and analysis
of real-world systems—and how to adopt them for
PCIV. Our study of PartyVote and our motionencoding experiment serve as illustrations.
First, we held two parties to investigate PartyVote,
a visualization for mediating co-present-group music selections (see Figure 3).5 Data consisted of system logs, interviews, and questionnaires.
Our motion-encoding experiment compared four
glyph-encoding methods in a music library visualization (see Figure 4).6 A timed glyph comparison
task, a visual-search task, and a semirealistic playlist creation task provided quantitative results; interviews provided qualitative information.

Controlled Quantitative Analysis
Traditionally, researchers have quantitatively evaluated InfoVis techniques in highly controlled environments, using metrics such as time, error rate,
and insight generation. However, these approaches

might not always evaluate whether a system meets
a casual user’s goals and needs.
Laboratory studies. Using less controlled and morerealistic tasks than you might use in traditional
experiments worked well in combination with
qualitative results. This is because PCIV usage is
complex and contextually constrained. For example, to evaluate PartyVote in a realistic environment, we used system logs to examine usage
patterns but relied on interviews to help clarify
user opinions, motivations, and approaches. A
more controlled experiment would not likely have
revealed observations such as strategic voting, adherence to social norms, and infrequent bursts of
system use over the four-hour observation period.
The motion-encoding experiment similarly collected log data during the playlist generation task,
measured glyph perception and performance abilities using the timed glyph comparison task, and
collected user opinions during half-hour interviews at the end. This let us connect task actions
with user opinions and approaches.
Online evaluations. Online experiments might provide an ideal environment for some PCIV evaluations.7 First, the diversity and number of subjects
recruited can potentially be larger. Second, online testing’s loosely controlled nature might suit
PCIV experiments. Finally, the self-motivation or
procrastination characteristics likely associated
with online research participation probably match
traits of PCIV systems’ early adopters.
Online research, however, offers a major drawback:
in-depth interviews and qualitative data are more
difficult to collect with distributed subjects. Questionnaire data only partially addresses this issue.
Red-herring experiments. Maintaining true doubleblind experimental conditions can be difficult, particularly when the tested systems are clearly novel to
subjects. This is particularly problematic when conscientious subjects use a system purely to help out
the experimenters. A potential solution is a “red herring” study, which obfuscates the primary research
question by focusing on another, seemingly more
important task. For example, during our motionencoding experiment, most subjects claimed to be
unaware that our primary research interest was motion encoding’s effect. Instead, most subjects thought
we were testing the music system itself.
Concerns. On the basis of our results, we suggest
extensive piloting to find the balance between
the ecological validity of tasks and experimental

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

control. Exercising greater experimental control
might remove factors integral to real-world use.
For example, Name Voyager’s appeal is often due
to curiosity, the desire to procrastinate, and social
interactions, but a lab study asking people to use
the system would ignore these factors. To see these
complexities, researchers must determine the task’s
ecological validity, which can be difficult in a controlled setting and is susceptible to inadvertent experimenter influence. Thus, red-herring tasks and
online experiments seem well suited for PCIV.
We also discovered an important lesson about
PCIV: user actions can be extremely diverse, even
for guided tasks such as playlist creation. This diversity is not inherently bad; it led to unexpected
findings such as the clustering of subjects based on
their opinions and task performances. However,
with any sufficiently complicated task, diverse user
behaviors can negatively affect quantitative performance measures. In contrast, qualitative methods embrace the complexity and diversity of user
behaviors and help us better understand them.
So, to help manage this diversity, we suggest
hybrid qualitative/quantitative approaches, such
as we used in our motion-encoding experiment.
In that experiment, subjects did not behave as
expected; for instance, when we asked them to
choose exercise music, they occasionally chose
cool-down music. Our hybrid approach let us explore user decisions and actions case-by-case.

Moves to the
music playing

Figure 4. The
four glyphencoding
methods used
in our motionencoding
experiment.
A sinusoidal
curve
represented
tempo either
statically
through its
frequency
(parts a, c,
and d) or by
moving to
the song’s
beat (b and
c). Extraneous
motion glyphs
(d) moved to
the beat of
the currently
playing song.
Faded lines
represent
movement
paths.

Qualitative Analysis
Qualitative evaluation of InfoVis is an emerging
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
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trend. Researchers have recently proposed such methods as multidimensional in-depth long-term case studies
(MILCs)8 and grounded theory.9 These methods could
generate rich, in-depth understanding of complex user
activities, motivations, and opinions. Also, because
with these methods you do not have to experimentally control tasks, you can achieve greater realism.
Approaches. In particular, grounded theory has
inspired many qualitative approaches. Groundedtheory studies aim to generate a theory by systematically analyzing “grounded” (that is, real-world)
qualitative data. Such studies typically obtain data
through video observation of users and taped interviews. These different data sources complement
one another and improve the results’ reliability
(triangulation). Data analysis typically involves
manually coding video data and interview transcripts. When the current data seems insufficient,
additional data is collected and analyzed. For details on conducting grounded-theory-based studies, consult “Grounded Evaluation of Information
Visualizations”9 or a qualitative-methods text.
Concerns. Throughout our experiences with qualitative analysis, we have found that it must be structured. Structuring it through formalized coding
methods has forced us to be much more thorough,
has connected video and interview results, and has
led to a richer understanding. For example, in a construction photo-browsing application, we could reliably identify and categorize many user strategies that
a more ad hoc analysis would likely have missed.10
At this stage, we do not believe that existing qualitative approaches need substantial modification;
rather, researchers should more widely adopt them
for evaluating visualization tools. When implementing these approaches, take care in both data collection
and analysis. For example, experimenter actions and
instructions can strongly influence user behaviors.
Similarly, faulty recall and experimenter prompting
can influence subject self-reporting. Finally, the actions and opinions of one or a few users do not necessarily represent the broader user population.

Analysis of Real-World Systems
Deployed systems provide a unique opportunity to
examine systems as they are used in the real world.
Developing systems for real-world use with substantial activity logging and (optionally) followup questionnaires and interviews can effectively
illustrate system usage patterns. This approach
does not replace more in-depth qualitative measures because you cannot base opinion and motivational inferences on log data. Furthermore, log
8
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data is inherently noisy, and isolating patterns in
it might be difficult. However, if you want to observe system use “in the wild” without subject selfreporting biases, this approach is crucial.
Given the extensive development time and effort,
what possible advantages could developing such a
system present? First, the user pool can be considerably larger and more diverse because incentives
to participate are fundamental to the application.
Furthermore, users are the intended audience by
definition. Perhaps most important, the drive or
influential factor behind the system’s use is the
system itself. Guilt, financial incentives, and even
altruism toward the experimenters are unlikely to
influence subject behaviors. Martin Wattenberg has
provided an effective example of this approach.3
We are considering implementing and deploying an
online political visualization that would offer unique
insight into Canadian politics, thereby motivating
its use. Political InfoVis is not novel; two examples
are Christopher Healey’s 2008 US election visualizations (www.csc.ncsu.edu/faculty/healey/US_
election) and Takeaway’s prediction tracker (http://
vote2008.thetakeaway.org/2008/09/20/track-theelectoral-college-vote-predictions). We believe that
new access to the data will attract attention and
that our system must provide useful information
that was previously unavailable. All system activities would be time stamped and associated with
an IP address to help isolate individual users or
households. This data would let us determine what
features initially attract users, how usage patterns
change over time, and the rate of return use. We
would be able to identify common usage mistakes
and system elements that are ignored. We would
also be able to recruit users for telephone interviews
or online questionnaires to help clarify results.
Developing fully deployed systems costs considerable time and effort. Robust system development
is difficult, and no guarantees exist that people
will use the system or that the logged data will
reveal meaningful trends. Furthermore, any deployed system should address a sufficiently unique
area so as to provide a natural incentive for use.

I

t remains to be seen what factors affect PCIV
use, but our experiences clearly demonstrate
that productivity and utility are not users’ sole
concerns. Although PCIV shares many similarities with traditional InfoVis, performance metrics alone seem insufficient in this new context
(see the sidebar for more on this). Our proposed
methods are a first step in defining and refining
research approaches in this field.

Metrics for Pragmatic Casual Information Visualization
Traditional metrics of time on task, error rate, and insight generation remain important for pragmatic casual informationvisualization testing. However, answering the research questions posed in the main article requires other measures. Here
we offer some suggestions.

Aesthetics, Fun, and Novelty

Motivation

Perceived Utility

To quantify motivation, use questionnaires and indirect
measures such as task abandonment times1 and use-toutility ratios. These ratios measure the frequency with which
a feature (or the system itself) is used compared to the
frequency with which the information it provides benefits
the user. One example, from the motion-encoding experiment described in the main article, is the number of times
subjects claimed to use beat encodings (use) compared to
their claims that beat was an important feature during their
search (utility). To monitor interaction frequencies associated with motivation, use log data.

This factor does not necessarily match actual utility, yet it
can affect system use. Discrepancies between objective performance scores and subject-reported utility can indirectly
show how factors such as aesthetics influence perception.
For example, in the motion-encoding experiment, subjects
believed redundant beat encoding improved task performance, even though it actually was detrimental.

Test these factors using questionnaires and interviews.
Experimentally controlling these factors and measuring corresponding system use patterns can also indicate how they
affect user motivation.

Long-Term Use
To test visualization measures over time, use a multisession
method and system log data.

Immediate Usability
To measure immediate usability and visualization complexity, use the frequency of data misinterpretations and assistance requests. System log data can confirm subject claims
and objectively show how users approach initial system use.
Log data can also show correlations between activities.
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